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Recent technological advancements have lead to increased gener-
ation of high-throughput data, which can be used to address novel
scientific questions in broad areas of research. These data can be
thought of as a large matrix with covariates annotating both rows
and columns of this matrix. Matrix linear models provide a conve-
nient way for modeling such data. In many situations, sparse estima-
tion of these models is desired. We present fast methods for fitting
sparse matrix linear models to structured high-throughput data. We
induce model sparsity using an L1 penalty and consider the case
when the response matrix and the covariate matrices are large. Due
to data size, standard methods for estimation of these penalized re-
gression models fail if the problem is converted to the corresponding
univariate regression problem. By leveraging matrix properties in the
structure of our model, we develop several fast estimation algorithms
(coordinate descent, FISTA, and ADMM) and discuss their trade-
offs. We evaluate our method’s performance on simulated data, E.
coli chemical genetic screening data, and two Arabidopsis genetic
datasets with multivariate responses. Our algorithms have been im-
plemented in the Julia programming language and are available at
https://github.com/janewliang/matrixLMnet.jl.
1. Introduction. The rise of high-throughput technology has been a
major boon for answering complex biological questions. Advances in automa-
tion, multiplexing and miniaturization now enable us to perform biological
assays in bulk at vastly lower cost compared to a couple decades ago. Ex-
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amples of such technologies include, cDNA microarrays, next-generation se-
quencing technologies, and mass spectrometry. The rise of these technologies
have influenced statistical methods by posing new questions. They have also
spawned the need for faster computation, since the size of the data forces
the analyst to make trade-offs between statistical efficiency (or perfection)
and computational feasibility. The most well-known example is the wave of
statistical innovation on multiple comparisons that followed the adoption of
microarrays.
In this note we consider the problem of modeling structured high-throughput
data as the response variable. This is the goal of a wide variety of studies
such as chemical genetic screens using mutant libraries, eQTL experiments
(measuring genome-wide gene expression and genotype in a segregating pop-
ulation), and metabolomics studies (measuring a large number of metabo-
lites or chemicals using mass spectrometry). The data from these studies
can be presented as a large matrix, with annotations characterizing each
row and each column of this matrix. For example, in a chemical genetic
screens where a large number of mutant strains are phenotyped in a large
number of conditions, the data can be arrayed with each row representing
an experimental run, and each column representing a mutant; we have in-
formation regarding the environment of each run (row annotations) and the
gene mutated (column annotation). The row/column annotations define a
priori known structure in the data. The goal is to identify gene-environment
interactions in the screen (connections between row and column annota-
tions), with the underlying idea that such interactions are rare (row-column
connections are sparse). We propose to accomplish this using sparse matrix
linear models that provide considerable flexibility in modeling the data and
we achieve sparsity by using a L1 penalty on the model parameters, and
can handle situations where the covariate matrices are large. This model
has wide applicability to a wide range of high-throughput data, and has
attractive computational properties.
Our approach is to provide a unified sparse linear model framework for
analyzing matrix-valued data where we have row covariates, and column
covariates. This approach generalizes the current approach to such data,
where a two-step procedure is followed. In a microarray study with two
conditions (treatment vs control), the data is in a matrix, with each row
being a sample (row covariates indicate the sample condition), and each
column is a gene. Genes may be grouped into pathways (column covariates).
The standard approach is to detect differential expression contrasting two
conditions using t-tests for each individual gene expression measurement
(Dudoit et al., 2002). These methods have been extended to situations when
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each sample may have covariates; instead of performing a t-test for each
gene expression measurement, a linear model is fit with the covariates as
predictors (Ritchie et al., 2015). To understand patterns across genes or
gene groups, a second analysis across genes is performed, for example gene
set enrichment analysis might be performed (Subramanian et al., 2005). By
unifying the two steps into a single linear model, the analyst gains flexibilty
in modeling (especially in the second step where the analysis can have non-
categorical, or non-overlapping covariates), computational speed, as well as
power to detect associations (Liang, Nichols and Sen, 2019). In this note we
consider estimation of these models with a sparsity constraint.
In the next section we outline the statistical framework underlying our
model. We follow with a section describing example datasets to which our
methods can be applied, and which motivated this work. The computational
strategy is detailed in the next section, followed by a section on simulation
studies and analysis of example datasets. We conclude by summarizing our
conclusions and outlining implications for future work.
2. Statistical framework. Suppose that Yn×m is a response matrix,
with rows annotated by covariate matrix Xn×p and columns annotated by
covariate matrix Zm×q. Consider the linear model
(1) Y = XBZ ′ + E
where the matrix Bp×q needs to be estimated and the errors are En×m
(Figure 1). For example, in a high-throughput chemical screen of a library
of mutants, the response matrix Y would consist of the colony sizes from
growing the library of mutants in a variety of chemical conditions. Each row
would be a separate run of the experiment; each column would represent a
specific genetic mutant strain. The matrix X would consist of information on
the nature and doses of the chemical media in which the mutants were grown,
and the matrix Z would have information on which gene was mutated. The
linear model allows us to model the effect of both the genes and the chemicals
on colony size.
We consider the scenario when the entries in E are independently dis-
tributed with mean zero and the same variance. If the rows are indepen-
dent and identically distributed, but the columns are correlated, then we
can transform the data so that the entries are uncorrelated. The estimation
reduces to finding the least squares estimates, which have a closed-form so-
lution that can be computed quickly even in high (Liang, Nichols and Sen,
2019) (Xiong et al., 2011). However, in many problems, B is expected to be
sparse, or we may want to use a sparse B for prediction and interpretation.
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Fig 1. A visualization of the response (Y :n×m), row covariate (X:n×p), column covariate
(Z:m×q) and coefficient (B:p×q) matrices for a matrix linear model. The dimensions
shown are for illustration only and not necessarily to scale.
In such settings, sparsity can be induced by adding the convex LASSO or
L1 penalty λ||B||1 to the least squares criterion:
(2)
1
2
||Y −XBZ ′||22 + λ||B||1,
for which no closed-form solution exists and standard unconstrained opti-
mization methods cannot be applied (Schmidt, Fung and Rosales, 2009).
Several approaches for solving the univariate problem are well-established.
When the covariate matrix X is high-dimensional (as in genome-wide asso-
ciation studies), Wu and Lange (2008) and Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani
(2010) proposed cyclic coordinate descent.
Proximal algorithms are another general approach for convex optimiza-
tion in non-smooth, constrained, large-scale, or distributed problems. They
use the proximal operator of a function to solve convex optimization sub-
problems in closed form or with standard methods. The proximal operator of
a closed proper convex function f scaled by ρ, sometimes called the proximal
operator of f with parameter ρ, is defined as
(3) proxρf (u) = arg minx
[
f(x) +
1
2ρ
||x− u||2
]
.
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ρ controls the speed at which proxρf (u) moves points toward the minimum
of f relative to staying close to u. It is advantageous to use a proximal
algorithm when the proximal operator is simple but the original function is
complex.
An example is fast iterative shrinkage and thresholding algorithms (FIS-
TAs) (Beck and Teboulle, 2009), which come from computer science litera-
ture and have been applied to univariate L1-penalized regression. More gen-
erally, FISTA is a proximal gradient method proposed for the nonsmooth,
convex optimization problem for a parameter vector θ given by a split ob-
jective function:
(4) min
θ
{h(θ) = f(θ) + g(θ)}
where the loss function f is a smooth convex function that is continuously
differentiable with a Lipschitz continuous gradient and the penalty term g is
a continuous convex function that may be nonsmooth and has a simple prox-
imal operator. The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM),
also known as Douglas-Rachford splitting, is another type of proximal al-
gorithm that utilizes the same objective function split. ADMM is efficient
when both of the separate proximal operators for f and g are easy to evalu-
ate (Parikh and Boyd, 2014). We have implemented extensions of these three
approaches for our multivariate setup, in which f(B) = 12 ||Y −XBZ ′||22 and
g(B) = λ||B||1.
We note that alternatively, one can approximate the non-smooth objec-
tive function with a twice-differentiable surrogate or recast the problem with
constraints. In the former case, unconstrained optimization approaches like
Newton’s method can be used directly to minimize the suitably chosen ap-
proximation. (Two general approaches for choosing the surrogate are replac-
ing the non-differentiable penalty g with a fixed smooth approximation or it-
eratively bounding g from above with a convex function (Schmidt, Fung and
Rosales, 2009).) ADMM is an example of the latter approach that utilizes
a dual decomposition and augmented Lagrangians to perform constrained
optimization (Boyd et al., 2011).
Note that our model may be expressed in its vectorized form as follows.
If vec is the vectorization operator that stacks columns of a matrix into a
single column vector, we can write Eq. 1 as
(5) vec(Y ) = (Z ⊗X) · vec(B) + vec(E).
This is in the form of the familiar linear regression model y = Xβ+ , where
y = vec(Y ), X = Z⊗X, β = vec(B), and  = vec(E). While mathematically
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equivalent, the vectorized form is computationally cumbersome. For exam-
ple, the R package glmnet (Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani, 2010) fails,
even for moderate dimensions of X and Z, because their Kronecker product
has large memory requirements. Unlike general solvers, we utilize the fact
that the design matrix is a Kronecker product, where all of the information
is contained in two smaller matrices, and are able to obtain a computation-
ally efficient solution. From a philosophical standpoint, vectorizing the data
destroys its natural structure, reducing the interpretability of the results.
Our approach also points to how one might fit penalized multivariate re-
gression models for multi-dimensional (tensor-valued) responses, i.e. sparse
tensor linear models.
3. Data. In this section, we give some example high-throughput datasets
that contributed to our methodological work. We will remark on the size of
the datasets and the nature of the biological questions, and how they related
to our model.
3.1. E. coli chemical genetic screen. Nichols et al. (2011) performed a
high-throughput genetic screen using 3983 strains of E. coli that carried a
mutation in a non-essential gene. They were grown in 307 conditions rep-
resenting 114 unique different stresses; more than half of them were antibi-
otic/antimicrobial treatments, but other conditions such as temperature,
and pH were included. Each experimental run had at least two replicates of
the same strain. The goal was to identify condition-gene interactions, the
idea being that such interactions would illuminate the functional role of the
mutated gene. In a matrix linear model, the row covariates are the growth
conditions, the column covariates are the mutants, and the coefficients are
the gene-condition interactions.
3.2. GxE experiment. A population of 404 Arabidopsis thaliana recom-
binant lines derived from a cross between an ecotype (strain) originating in
Sweden and an ecotype originating in Italy were grown in three consecutive
years (2009, 2010, and 2011) in both Italy and Sweden. The main pheno-
type of interest was fitness (measured by the average number of seeds made
per plant). The lines were genotyped at 348 markers, and the goal was to
identify (A˚gren et al., 2017, 2016) genetic loci (quantitative trait loci, QTL)
contributing to fitness across sites and years (main effect QTL) and exhibit-
ing gene-environment interaction. In a matrix linear model, the row covari-
ates are the markers, the column covariates are the environments, and the
coefficients are the QTL (main effect and QTL-environment interactions).
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3.3. eQTL experiment. The second dataset studied 104 recombinant in-
bred lines derived from the Tsu-1 (Tsushima, Japan) × Kas-1 (Kashmir,
India) ecotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana (Lowry et al., 2013; Lovell et al.,
2015). Gene expression phenotypes were collected for 25,662 genes, and 450
markers were genotyped. In order to identify main effect (G) and interac-
tion (G × E) expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) with drought stress,
the experiment was run on wet and dry soil treatments with two replicates.
The data structures for this experiment are similar to the previous one,
but this one has many more traits. In a matrix linear model, the row co-
variates are the markers, the column covariates are the gene identity and
treatment information, and the coefficients are the eQTL (both main effect
and interactions).
3.4. Environmental screening. Woodruff, Zota and Schwartz (2011) an-
alyzed biomonitoring data from the National Health and Nutritional Ex-
amination Survey (NHANES) to characterize both individual and multiple
chemical exposures in U.S. pregnant women. They analyzed data for 163
chemical analytes in 12 chemical classes for subsamples of 268 pregnant
women from NHANES 2003-2004. Most of the chemicals were measured us-
ing mass spectrometry. In a matrix linear model, the row covariates are the
demographics of the subjects, the column covariates are the chemical classes
of the chemicals, and the coefficients are the associations of chemical class
with demographic variables.
4. Computational methods. Throughout, as in the univariate case,
the intercept is omitted from the penalty term g and is thus not regularized,
unless otherwise stated. Standardizing X and Z by subtracting the row
means and dividing by the row standard deviations is also recommended.
We outline three algorithms we used for fitting the L1-penalized model,
beginning with the most stable algorithm: coordinate descent. Next, we de-
scribe two variants of FISTA, a considerably faster, but less-stable, approach.
A discussion on ADMM, which is known for its fast convergence to an ap-
proximate solution but slow convergence to high accuracy, follows. We con-
clude the section with computational and implementation considerations.
4.1. Coordinate descent. Cyclic coordinate descent searches for the min-
imum of a multivariable function by minimizing it along one coordinate di-
rection at a time and cyclically iterating through each direction until conver-
gence. When using the least squares loss function, it is sometimes known as
the shooting algorithm (Fu, 1998). We first calculate the directional deriva-
tives along the forward and backward directions for the coordinate direction
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uij at each coefficient Bij .
duijh(B) = lim
τ→0
h(B + τuij)− h(B)
τ
= duijf(B) +
{
λ, Bij ≥ 0
−λ, Bij < 0
d−uijh(B) = lim
τ→0
h(B − τuij)− h(B)
τ
= duijf(B) +
{
−λ, Bij > 0
λ, Bij ≤ 0
(6)
This is possible because the nondifferentiable penalty g has directional
derivatives along uij and −uij . Furthermore, the loss function f is differ-
entiable, so its forward and backward directional derivatives are simply the
positive and negative ordinary partial derivatives stored in the gradient ∇f .
duijf(B) =
∂
∂Bij
f(B) = ∇f(B̂ij) = −(X:i)′R(Z:j)
d−uijf(B) = −
∂
∂Bij
f(B) = −∇f(B̂ij) = (X:i)′R(Z:j)
(7)
Above, X:i and Z:j denote the i-th and j-th columns of X and Z respectively;
R = Y −XB̂Z ′ is the matrix of residuals. Note that calculating the gradient
∇f(B̂ij) involves low-dimensional matrix multiplication. Like Wu and Lange
(2008), our implementation organizes cyclic updates around the residuals,
which makes calculating ∇f(B̂ij) fast. For each coefficient, we compute ∇f
and then update the corresponding coefficient and residual as follows.
Algorithm 1: Cyclic coordinate descent
initialize coefficients: B̂ = 0p×q;
initialize previous coefficients: B̂prev = B̂;
calculate residuals: R = Y −XB̂Z ′;
while not converged do
for i = 1, ..., p and j = 1, ..., q do
calculate ∇f(Bij);
update B̂ij ← Sλ(B̂ij −∇f(Bij));
update R← R+X(B̂ − B̂prev)Z ′;
update B̂prev,ij ← B̂ij ;
end
end
where Sλ is the soft-thresholding operator given as
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(8) Sρ(u) =

u− ρ, u > ρ
0, |u| ≤ ρ
u+ ρ, u < −ρ,
when ρ = λ. Our implementation uses “warm starts” by initializing the
coefficients at zero and computing solutions for a decreasing sequence of
λ values. The coefficients for each subsequent λ value are then initialized
to the previous converged solutions. This strategy is faster and leads to a
more stable algorithm (Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani, 2010). We also
took advantage of sparsity by organizing iterations over the active set of
coefficients: after performing a full cycle through all of the coefficients, we
cyclically update only the active (nonzero) coefficients until convergence.
Another full cycle is run, and the process is repeated until the estimates
stop changing. Iterating through coefficients randomly instead of cyclically
can in practice result in faster convergence as well, so we provide this as an
option.
Note that the usage of the term “active set” here is related to but not
the same as active set methods, which represent a class of algorithms that
iterate between updating and simultaneously optimizing a set of non-zero
variables (Schmidt, Fung and Rosales, 2009). This concept is also connected
to the least angle regression (LARS) algorithm (Efron et al., 2004), which
updates the predictor most correlated with the response by taking the largest
possible step in the direction of the correlation. This continues until a second
predictor is at least as correlated with the current residuals, and so on. LARS
implementations to obtain univariate lasso coordinates exist, but have not
enjoyed the same level of popularity as coordinate descent.
4.2. FISTA. Coordinate descent is a very stable approach with excellent
performance for univariate L1-penalized regression (Wu and Lange, 2008).
However, it is too slow for matrix linear models of moderately large dimen-
sions, especially if cross-validation is used to tune the λ parameter. Consider
instead an iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (ISTA) that calculates
the gradient at the previous coefficient estimates and updates all of the co-
efficients simultaneously at each iteration (Beck and Teboulle, 2009) as
(9) Bk+1 := prox(step·λ)g(B
k − step · ∇f(Bk)).
Note that the proximal operator of g is simply the soft-thresholding operator:
proxρg(u) = Sρ(u) given by Eq. 8. The updates are also multiplied by a
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small, fixed step size less than 1. While ISTA may take more iterations than
coordinate descent to converge, each iteration is faster because the gradient
can be calculated efficiently as a matrix product.
Choosing the step size requires some care, as an overly small step size can
result in slow convergence and an overly large one can lead to divergence.
A suggested approach for choosing the step size is to use the reciprocal of the
(smallest) Lipschitz constant of∇f , given by 2×{maximum eigenvalue of (Z⊗
X)′(Z ⊗X)}. The maximum eigenvalue of (Z ⊗X)′(Z ⊗X) is equal to the
product of the maximum eigenvalues of Z ′Z and X ′X, which allows us to
bypass computing the Kronecker product.
Fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithms (FISTAs) are an exten-
sion of ISTA (Beck and Teboulle, 2009) (Nesterov, 1983) that calculate the
gradient ∇f based on extrapolated coefficients comprised of a linear combi-
nation of the coefficients at the previous two iterations. If B̂ is the matrix of
coefficient estimates from the most recent iteration and B̂prev is that from
the second-to-last iteration, then calculate∇f using A = B̂+ k−1k+2(B̂−B̂prev).
This approach takes into account the change between the coefficients in pre-
vious iterations, leading to a “damped oscillation” convergence that reduces
overshooting when the local gradient is changing quickly.
Algorithm 2: FISTA with fixed step size
initialize coefficients: B̂ = 0p×q;
initialize extrapolated coefficients: A = B̂;
set step size: step = [2× {max eigenvalue of (Z ⊗X)′(Z ⊗X)}]−1;
set current iteration: k = 1;
while not converged do
update R← Y −XAZ′;
calculate ∇f(A);
update B̂prev ← B̂;
update B̂ ← Sstep·λ(A− step · ∇f(A));
update A← B̂ + k−1
k+2
(B̂ − B̂prev);
update k ← k + 1;
end
Even faster convergence can be achieved by implementing a backtrack-
ing line search to find the maximum step size at each iteration, instead of
initializing a fixed step size. The idea is that the step size should be small
enough that the decrease in the objective function corresponds to the de-
crease expected by the gradient. First, pick an initial step size and choose a
multiplying factor 0 < γ < 1 with which to iteratively shrink the step size.
In practice, we find that an initial step size of 0.01 often works well. At each
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update step, iteratively shrink the step size by multiplying it with γ until
the it satisfies the property in Eq. 10. Then update the coefficients.
1
2
||Y −XBZ ′||22 ≤
1
2
||Y −XAZ ′||22 + 〈B −A,∇f(A)〉+
1
2 · step ||B −A||
2
2
(10)
Algorithm 3: FISTA with backtracking
initialize coefficients: B̂ = 0p×q;
initialize extrapolated coefficients: A = B̂;
initialize step size, step;
choose multiplying factor 0 < γ < 1; set current iteration: k = 1;
while not converged do
if Eq. 10 not met then
update step← γ · step;
end
update R← Y −XAZ′;
calculate ∇f(A);
update B̂prev ← B̂;
update B̂ ← Sstep·λ(A− step · ∇f(A));
update A← B̂ + k−1
k+2
(B̂ − B̂prev);
update k ← k + 1;
end
Like coordinate descent, we implemented FISTA using a path of “warm
starts”. We note that various further refinements and extensions have been
made for FISTA and FISTA-like algorithms in in recent years (Florea and
Vorobyov, 2017) (Kim and Fessler, 2018) (Liang and Scho¨nlieb, 2018) (Ochs
and Pock, 2017). Coordinate descent, ISTA, and FISTA with fixed step size
or backtracking each trade off between speed and stability.
4.3. ADMM. Utilizing the same split of the objective function as ISTA
and FISTA, the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) uses
the proximal operators of both f and g. To minimize the objective function,
one iterates between three updates:
Bk+10 := proxρf (B
k
1 −Bk2 )(11)
Bk+11 := prox(λ/ρ)g(B
k+1
0 +B
k
2 )(12)
Bk+12 := B
k
2 + (B
k+1
0 −Bk+11 )(13)
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B0 and B1 converge to each other and to the optimal coefficient estimates
B̂, but have slightly different properties.
When working with the vectorized/univariate model given by Eq. 5, the
proximal operators of f(β) = 12 ||y−Xβ||22 = 12 (y′y − 2y′Xβ + β′X′Xβ) and
g(β) = λ||β||1 are known to be
proxρf (u) =
(
ρI +X′X
)−1 (
ρu+X′y
)
(14)
and
proxρg(u) = Sλ/ρ(u).(15)
The soft-thresholding operator in Eq. 15 can conveniently be applied
element-wise. However, a potential bottleneck in this scheme is the inver-
sion of ρI +X′X in Eq. 14, so consider re-formulating f(β) in terms of the
spectral decomposition X′X = QΛQ′:
f(β) =
1
2
(
y′y − 2y′Xβ + β′X′Xβ)
=
1
2
(
y′y − 2y′XQQ′β + β′QΛQ′β)
=
1
2
[
y′y − 2y′X∗β∗ + (β∗)′Λβ∗] = f(β∗),
where β∗ = Q′β, β = Qβ∗, and X∗ = XQ.
By applying the property that proxρf (u) = Q · proxρf (Q′u) when Q is
an orthogonal matrix, an equivalent update can be derived that involves
element-wise division instead of matrix inversion.
proxρf (u) = Q · proxρf (u∗)
= Q (ρI + Λ)−1
[
ρu∗ + (X∗)′y
]
= Q (ρI + Λ)−1
[
ρQ′u+ (X∗)′y
]
= Q
[
ρQ′u+ (X∗)′y
]
./ [ρ+ diag(Λ)]
(16)
In the above expression, ./ denotes element-wise division and diag(Λ) ex-
tracts the diagonal elements of Λ, namely the eigenvalues of X′X.
To obtain the analogous proximal operators for matrix linear model up-
dates, we return to the vectorized formulation in Eq. 5 and recognize that
X′X = (Z ⊗X)′(Z ⊗X)
= (Z ′Z)⊗ (X ′X)
= (QZΛZQ
′
Z)⊗ (QXΛXQ′X)
= (QZ ⊗QX)(ΛZ ⊗ ΛX)(QZ ⊗QX)′,
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where the third equality follows from the spectral decompositions Z ′Z =
QZΛZQZ and X
′X = QXΛXQ′X . Then Q = QZ ⊗ QX , Λ = ΛZ ⊗ ΛX ,
and X∗ = XQ = (Z ⊗ X)(QZ ⊗ QX). Also recall that y = vec(Y ) and
β = vec(B), and apply Kronecker product properties to Eq. 16 to get the
final devectorized expression in Eq. 17:
proxρf (vec(U)) = (QZ ⊗QX)
{
ρ(QZ ⊗QX)′vec(U)
+[(Z ⊗X)(QZ ⊗QX)]′vec(Y )
}
./ [ρ+ diag(ΛZ ⊗ ΛX)]
= (QZ ⊗QX)vec
(
ρQ′XUQZ +Q
′
XX
′Y ZQZ
)
./ [ρ+ diag(ΛZ ⊗ ΛX)]
= (QZ ⊗QX)vec
[(
ρQ′XUQZ + Y
∗) ./ (ρ+ L)]
= vec
{
QX
[(
ρQ′XUQZ + Y
∗) ./ (ρ+ L)]Q′Z}
proxρf (U) = QX
[(
ρQ′XUQZ + Y
∗) ./ (ρ+ L)]Q′Z(17)
vec−1 denotes the inverse of the vectorization operator, such that vec−1n,m [vec(A)] =
A for all A ∈ Rn×m and vec [vec−1n,m(a)] = a for all a ∈ Rnm. The only neces-
sary Kronecker product is therefore that between diagonal matrices ΛZ and
ΛX , a cheap calculation compared to a Kronecker product of dense matrices.
One can also pre-compute Y ∗ = Q′XX
′Y ZQZ and L = vec−1n,m [diag(ΛZ ⊗ ΛX)].
When a rough solution is sufficient, ADMM is can be a good approach
because it is often easy to implement and converges to approximate es-
timates quickly. However, ADMM has been observed to be slow when a
high degree of accuracy is desired. Like the choice of step size in FISTA,
the choice of ρ > 0 to tune ADMM has consequences for the speed of
convergence. To set the initial value of ρ, we followed the suggestion laid
out by Ghadimi et al. (2012) for the L1-regularized ADMM algorithm.
When λ < min [diag(ΛZ ⊗ ΛX)]— that is, when the penalty parameter λ
is less than the minimum eigenvalue of (Z ⊗ X)′(Z ⊗ X)— we set ρ =
min [diag(ΛZ ⊗ ΛX)]. When λ > max [diag(ΛZ ⊗ ΛX)], we set ρ = λ; other-
wise, we set ρ = max [diag(ΛZ ⊗ ΛX)].
Furthermore, Boyd et al. (2011) describe a simple approach for varying
the ADMM tuning parameter such that the rate of converge is less dependent
on the initial choice of ρ. Define the primal residuals as r = B1−B0 and the
dual residuals s as the difference between the values of B1 at the previous
and current iterations. At the (k + 1)th iteration, update ρ as
ρk+1 =

τincrρ
k if ||rk||2 > µ||sk||2
ρk/τdecr if ||sk||2 > µ||rk||2
ρk otherwise,
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for some choice of parameters µ > 1, τincr > 1, and τdecr. We used the typical
values, as indicated in the paper, of µ = 10 and τincr = τdecr = 2. If ρ changes
between iterations, B2 must be rescaled accordingly.
Algorithm 4: ADMM
initialize all coefficients: B0 = B1 = B2 = 0p×q;
choose parameters for tuning ρ : µ > 1, τincr > 1, and τdecr > 1;
obtain spectral decompositions X ′X = QXΛXQ′X and Z
′Z = QZΛZQ′Z ;
pre-compute Y ∗ = Q′XX
′Y ZQZ and L = vec−1n,m [diag(ΛZ ⊗ ΛX)];
initialize ADMM tuning parameter ρ > 0 as
if λ < {min eigenvalue of (Z ⊗X)′(Z ⊗X)} then
set ρ = {min eigenvalue of (Z ⊗X)′(Z ⊗X)};
else if λ > {max eigenvalue of (Z ⊗X)′(Z ⊗X)} then
set ρ = λ;
else
set ρ = {max eigenvalue of (Z ⊗X)′(Z ⊗X)};
end
while not converged do
set B1,prev = B1;
update B0 ← QX [(ρQ′X(B1 −B2)QZ + Y ∗) ./ (ρ+ L)]Q′Z ;
update B1 ← Sλ/ρ (B0 +B2);
update B2 ← B2 + (B0 −B1);
update r ← B0 −B1;
update s← ρ(B1,prev −B1);
if ||r||2 > µ||s||2 then
update ρ← τincrρ;
rescale B2 ← B2/τincr;
else if ||s||2 > µ||r||2 then
update ρ← ρ/τdecr;
rescale B2 ← τdecrB2;
end
return B̂ = B1;
4.4. Computational Considerations. We emphasize again that while many
solvers are available for the vectorized matrix linear model given by Eq. 5,
this formulation is less-than-ideal. Computing the Kronecker product of Z
and X is costly and frequently infeasible for even moderate dimensions. Fur-
thermore, the re-cast problem is fundamentally clunky and unintuitive; ma-
trix linear models preserve the structure of these types of high-throughput
data, leading to straightforward interpretation of interactions and other re-
lationships.
4.4.1. Shrinkage Parameter Tuning. To determine the optimal shrink-
age/regularization parameter λ, k-fold cross-validation is recommended; a
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parallel implementation is straightforward. Various criteria can be used to
identify optimal performance averaged across the k folds, including mean
squared error (MSE), test error, AIC, and BIC. We used MSE for the anal-
yses presented in the Results section. It is also possible to choose a λ based
on the proportion of significant (nonzero) interactions desired.
4.4.2. Package Implementation. We implemented our algorithms using
the high-level programming language Julia (Bezanson et al., 2017). Julia
is a relatively young language with an active community that combines
ease of prototyping with computational speed. It features a just-in-time
compiler and strong data typing, which enable fast computation. It is an
attractive candidate for numerical computing problems such as ours, since
one does not need to switch between multiple programming languages for
implementation, analysis, and visualization. Additionally, Julia has built-in
support for parallelization.
5. Results.
5.1. Simulated data with varying dimensions. To illustrate the speed of
FISTA with backtracking and ADMM, we ran the algorithms on simulated
data while fixing the dimensions of the multivariate response matrix and
varying the dimensions of the interaction matrix (Table 1), or vice versa
(Table 2). The data was simulated with 1/2 nonzero row and column main
effects and 1/8 nonzero interactions drawn from Normal(0, 2) distributions.
Errors were drawn from Normal(0, 3). Times are presented as averages of
100 replicates, each run over 20 λ values. We used a dual CPU Xeon E5-2623
v3 @ 3.00GHz processor with 125 G RAM.
Both algorithms remain fast even when scaling to greater dimensions.
Interestingly, ADMM is much faster than FISTA in cases where n and m
are large relative to p and q. Its runtimes also scale better when increasing n
and m. However, when p and q approach n and m (i.e. when X and/or Z are
close to being square matrices), the computational performance of ADMM
suffers greatly. QX is p×p and QZ is q×q, so the matrix multiplication used
to transform and back-transform B0 in the ADMM updates relies heavily
on the size of p and q rather than n and m.
The rate at which the runtimes increase is also not entirely symmetrical for
the two methods, both individually and relative to each other. For example,
it appears to be more computationally expensive to increase the number of
columns q in Z than it is to increase the number of columns p in X, for either
method. However, the runtimes also increase more quickly for ADMM than
for FISTA when scaling up q compared to scaling up p.
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Table 1
Ratios of computation times for running FISTA with backtracking and ADMM
on simulated data while varying p and q (the dimensions of the interaction
matrix). Times (in minutes) were obtained as averages of 100 replicates, each run over
20 λ values and holding n = m = 1200. The raw runtimes for FISTA and ADMM are
reported to the left and right of the forward slash, respectively. The cell colors indicate
the direction and magnitude of the discrepancy between the two methods, based on ratios
of the runtimes.
FISTA
/
ADMM q = 200 q = 400 q = 600 q = 800 q = 1000
p = 200 1.20
/
0.80 2.05
/
1.23 2.69
/
1.71 3.35
/
2.27 3.91
/
2.89
p = 400 1.29
/
0.85 1.85
/
1.44 2.51
/
2.10 3.18
/
2.83 3.77
/
3.60
p = 600 1.38
/
1.00 2.05
/
1.80 2.72
/
2.73 3.47
/
3.57 4.09
/
4.87
p = 800 1.50
/
1.28 2.16
/
2.25 2.94
/
3.34 3.54
/
4.47 4.14
/
6.19
p = 1000 1.58
/
1.59 2.23
/
2.70 3.09
/
3.98 3.90
/
5.89 4.65
/
7.90
Table 2
Ratios of computation times for running FISTA with backtracking and ADMM
on simulated data while varying n and m (the dimensions of the multivariate
response matrix). Times (in minutes) were obtained as averages of 100 replicates, each
run over 20 λ values and holding p = q = 400. The raw runtimes for FISTA and ADMM
are reported to the left and right of the forward slash, respectively. The cell colors
indicate the direction and magnitude of the discrepancy between the two methods, based
on ratios of the runtimes.
FISTA
/
ADMM m = 400 m = 800 m = 1200 m = 1600 m = 2000
n = 400 0.53
/
1.35 0.51
/
0.69 0.64
/
0.73 0.83
/
0.81 1.00
/
0.94
n = 800 0.70
/
0.76 0.99
/
0.91 1.28
/
1.11 1.55
/
1.26 1.85
/
1.52
n = 1200 0.99
/
0.91 1.48
/
1.13 1.83
/
1.46 2.36
/
1.77 3.07
/
2.07
n = 1600 1.27
/
1.06 1.86
/
1.44 2.59
/
1.86 3.24
/
2.28 3.92
/
2.70
n = 2000 1.54
/
1.23 2.33
/
1.71 3.13
/
2.19 4.10
/
2.75 4.94
/
3.32
5.2. Environmental screening simulations. We simulated data modeled
after an environmental screening study (Woodruff, Zota and Schwartz, 2011)
using mass spectrometry. The study measured environmental chemical con-
centrations in pregnant women across various demographics in several tis-
sues. We simulated data from 100 chemicals, each measured in 10 tissues for
108 women. The tissues, chemicals, and each unique combination of tissues
and chemicals were encoded in the Z matrix. We then simulated an X matrix
with 19 continuous demographic covariates drawn from the standard normal
distribution. For each tissue, 1/4 of the chemicals, 1/2 of the demographic
covariates, and 1/8 of the interactions between chemicals/tissues and de-
mographics, we simulated effects drawn from a Normal(0, 2) distribution.
Errors were drawn from Normal(0, 3). The receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves in Figure 2 compare the performance of L1-penalized matrix
linear models (MLM) to the conventional approach of running a univariate
linear model for each chemical and tissue combination.
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• The black solid line plots the results for the L1-penalized MLM. We
obtained true positive rates (TPR) and false positive rates (FPR) by
varying λ and comparing the nonzero and zero interaction estimates
to the true interactions.
• The red solid line is from running the 1000 univariate linear regression
models for each combination of the 100 simulated chemicals and 10
simulated tissues. We obtained the adaptive Benjamini-Hochberg ad-
justed p-values (Benjamini and Hochberg, 2000) (Team et al., 2017) for
each model’s coefficient estimates and varied the cutoff for determining
significant interactions. These were compared to the true interaction
effects to calculate the TPR and FPR.
• The blue lines offer an alternate visualization of the univariate lin-
ear models. For each chemical, there are 10 chemical × demographic
interactions, one for each of the 10 tissues. We flag an interaction if
least 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, or 4/5 out of the 10 different p-values is below the
cutoff. A plot with curves for the 10 tissues, each of which corresponds
to p-values from 100 different linear models, yields similar results.
Our method consistently outperforms variations of the conventional uni-
variate approach. The L1 penalized MLM results in an area under the curve
(AUC) (Ekstrøm, 2018) of 0.878; AUC for the univariate linear regression
interpretations is at most 0.688, which is when only one out of five significant
univariate p-values (“hits”) is needed to detect an significant interaction.
5.3. E. coli chemical genetic screen. A study by Nichols et al. (2011)
aimed to examine the interaction effects between 3983 E. coli mutant strains
and 307 growth conditions. The mutant strains were taken from the Keio
single-gene deletion library (Baba et al., 2006); essential gene hypomorphs
(C-terminally tandem-affinity tagged (Butland et al., 2008) or specific alle-
les); and a small RNA/small protein knockout library (Hobbs, Astarita and
Storz, 2010). Colony opacity was recorded for mutant strains grown in high
density on agar plates. Six plate arrangements of mutants were used, with
1536 colonies grown per plate. In this context, a “plate arrangement” refers
to the choice of mutants and exposures as well as their positioning in the 1536
wells. More than half of the growth conditions were antibiotic/antimicrobial
treatments, but other types of conditions, such as temperature and pH, were
included.
Auxotrophs are mutant strains that have lost the ability to synthesize a
particular nutrient required for growth. Since they should experience little
to no colony growth under specific conditions where the required nutrient is
not present, we expect negative interactions between auxotrophic mutants
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Fig 2. ROC curves for simulations comparing L1-penalized matrix linear models
to univariate linear regression for identifying chemical interactions. The AUC
(Ekstrøm, 2018) for each method is given in parentheses in the legend. L1-penalized matrix
linear models outperforms the univariate approach.
and minimal media growth conditions. While using sparse estimates for this
analysis may not be a good modeling choice because we expect many of the
interactions be negative rather than zero, examining auxotrophs as controls
is nevertheless useful, since the phenotype under particular conditions for a
mutant strain is typically not known.
In their original analysis of the colony size data, Nichols et al. empirically
identified 102 auxotrophs (Nichols et al., 2011). Similar to what we did for
the least-squares t-statistics (obtained by dividing the least squares coeffi-
cient estimates by their standard errors) in Liang, Nichols and Sen (2019),
we empirically identified auxotrophs based on the sparse estimates. We ob-
tained the quantiles of the interaction estimates for a given λ penalty for
each mutant strain under minimal media conditions. Mutants whose 95%
quantile for interactions with minimal media conditions fell below zero were
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classified as auxotrophs. When λ = 1 (with an average of 78% zero inter-
actions among the six plates), our auxotrophs had an 88% overlap with the
Nichols et al. auxotrophs. This is consistent with the 83% overlap found in
our earlier work on least-squares t-statistics Liang, Nichols and Sen (2019).
Figure 3 visualizes the distributions of each auxotroph’s sparse interactions
(λ = 1) across minimal media conditions. The interaction estimates are plot-
ted as points, and the median for each auxotroph is plotted as a horizontal
bar; most fall below zero. Some of the discrepancy may be due to differences
between analyzing colony opacity, as we did, and analyzing colony size, as
Nichols et al. did.
Fig 3. Distributions of matrix linear model interaction estimates for auxotrophs
identified by (Nichols et al., 2011) over minimal media conditions. The Nichols
et al. auxotrophs are plotted along the horizontal axis. The L1 penalized MLM interactions
(λ = 1) between the auxotrophs and minimal media conditions are plotted along the vertical
axis, with the horizontal bars indicating the median value. Most interactions fall below zero,
indicating little growth.
ROC plots (Figures 4) can assess the ability of matrix linear models to
correctly identify auxotrophs found by Nichols et al. To get the TPRs and
FPRs for Figure 4, we took the auxotrophs identified by Nichols et al. to
be the “true” auxotrophs. We then obtained TPRs and FPRs by varying
cutoffs for the median minimal media interaction score for the auxotrophs
that we identified using L1 penalized estimates (black solid line) and least
squares t-statistics (dark gray dashed line). The two ROC curves are nearly
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identical, and the AUCs were 0.885 for the L1 penalized estimates and 0.884
for the least squares t-statistics (Ekstrøm, 2018). There is high concordance
between our empirically identified auxotrophs and those identified by Nichols
et al., as well as between our two approaches.
Fig 4. ROC curve for the auxotrophs we empirically identified, compared against
those identified by (Nichols et al., 2011) as the reference. TPRs and FPRs were
calculated based on the median minimal media interaction score for the each of the aux-
otrophs we identified, at varying cutoffs. The AUC was 0.884 (Ekstrøm, 2018).
5.4. Arabidopsis GxE experiment. A˚gren et al. (2013) studied 404 Ara-
bidopsis thaliana recombinant inbred lines derived by crossing populations
from Italy and Sweden. The individuals were grown in six environments: in
two sites (Italy and Sweden) measured over three years (2009-2011). The
investigators genotyped 348 markers with the goal of mapping quantitative
trait loci (QTL) to explain genetic mechanisms of fitness adaptation to local
environments (A˚gren et al., 2017) (A˚gren et al., 2016). We ran L1-penalized
MLMs to determine significant interactions between the markers and each
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of the two sites and six environments. The 348 markers were encoded as
dummy variables in the X matrix. The Z matrix was comprised of a 6× 6
identity matrix (for the six environments), plus a sum contrast to encode
the two sites (Italy and Sweden). The intercept (main effects) for Z was not
regularized. We used fruit production per seedling as the response data, and
only considered the 390 lines with complete response data for all 6 environ-
ments. Data pre-processing was performed in R (R Core Team, 2018) with
the help of the R/qtl package (Broman et al., 2003).
We performed 10-fold cross-validation with MSE as the criterion to de-
termine an optimal λ penalty size of 7.43. Figure 5 plots all interactions
(either G × site in solid red or G × environment in dashed black) against
marker position on the five chromosomes. Dotted vertical lines separate the
chromosomes, and the peaks correspond to loci with significant, nonzero
interactions. Several are found on chromosome 5, and G × site (Italy vs.
Sweden) QTL represent many, but not all, of the peaks. These results are
largely aligned with the significant QTL found by A˚gren et al. (2013).
Fig 5. QTL plotted against marker position. Site (Italy vs. Sweden) QTL are solid
red and G × environment (two environments over three years) are dashed black. Dotted
vertical lines separate the five chromosomes.
Table 3 compares the times for running our implementations of the differ-
ent algorithms for obtaining L1- penalized estimates on this dataset. We av-
eraged 100 replicates obtained froma dual CPU Xeon E5-2623 v3 @ 3.00GHz
processor with 125 G RAM. For this moderately-sized data and 50 λ val-
ues, the L1-penalized coefficients can be computed within a few minutes
using ISTA, FISTA, or ADMM. FISTA is two or three times faster than
ISTA; using backtracking also provides a small time reduction over choosing
a fixed step size. ADMM is about as fast as FISTA with backtracking, but
both coordinate descent algorithms are considerably slower than the other
algorithms. In this case, cyclic coordinate descent proves to be faster than
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random coordinate descent, but iterating over random directions may be
faster in other scenarios.
Table 3
Computation time (minutes) to obtain interactions the for A˚gren et al. (2013)
data at 50 λ values for random coordinate descent, cyclic coordinate descent,
ISTA with fixed step size, FISTA with fixed step size, FISTA with
backtracking, and ADMM. Times were obtained as averages of 100 replicates, each
run over 50 λ values.
Algorithm Time (min)
Coordinate descent (random) 44.88
Coordinate descent (cyclic) 36.75
ISTA (fixed step size) 4.19
FISTA (fixed step size) 1.58
FISTA (backtracking) 1.41
ADMM 1.48
5.5. Arabidopsis eQTL experiment. Lowry et al. (2013) examined the
regulation and evolution of gene expression by considering drought stress.
This expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) mapping experiment studied
104 individuals from the Tsu-1 (Tsushima, Japan) × Kas-1 (Kashmir, India)
recombinant inbred line population of Arabidopsis thaliana. It was conducted
across wet and dry soil treatments with two replicates. Gene expression
phenotypes were collected for 25,662 genes, and 450 markers were genotyped
(Lowry et al., 2013) (Lovell et al., 2015). The goal was to identify main
effect (G) and interaction (G × E) eQTLs for the environmental conditions.
Here, the X matrix encodes the 450 markers, plus an additional treatment
contrast encoding cytoplasm. The Z matrix, which encodes for main effects
and drought treatment interactions for the 25,662 expression phenotypes,
can be expressed as
(18) Z51324×51324 = I25662 ⊗
[
1 1
1 −1
]
Data pre-processing was performed in R (R Core Team, 2018) with the
help of the R/data.table (Dowle and Srinivasan, 2018) and R/qtl packages
(Broman et al., 2003).
The large number of phenotypes in this dataset makes performing L1-
penalized MLMs a much more computationally-intensive endeavor than it
was for the A˚gren et al. (2013) experiment. It takes 6.96 hours to run the
FISTA algorithm for a path of 16 λ penalties and 13.06 hours for ADMM
(ADMM is likely slow because Z is a huge square matrix). We used a dual
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CPU Xeon E5-2623 v3 @ 3.00GHz processor with 125 G RAM. However,
applying the R/qtl package’s stepwiseqtl function (Broman et al., 2003)
one-by-one for each phenotype is estimated to take over twice as long, at
80.00 hours. This estimate was obtained by running stepwiseqtl on 100
random phenotypes and extrapolating the resulting time, averaged over 10
runs, to the full set of 51,324 phenotypes. The large Z matrix also showcases
another advantage of using FISTA with backtracking. Performing the spec-
tral decomposition needed to compute the fixed step size for FISTA or to
update B0 in ADMM easily exceeds memory limits for a typical computer.
We were only able to run ADMM in this case because the Z matrix has a
special structure such that the eigenvectors form an identity matrix. Using
a backtracking line search sidesteps these dilemmas altogether.
Figure 6, which reproduces Figure 2 in Lowry et al. (2013) using our
results, visually summarizes the main effect and interaction eQTLs identified
by our method when λ = 1.73. Our method was able to detect many of the
same main effects and G × E effects.
6. Discussion. We have developed a fast fitting procedure for L1-penalized
matrix linear models and demonstrated their use for several high-throughput
data problems. It opens up analytic options for many studies using high-
throughput data. Our approach takes advantage of the structure of matrix
linear models to speed up the computational algorithms. The choice between
coordinate descent, the various flavors of (F)ISTA, and ADMM algorithms
is largely a trade-off between speed and stability. Coordinate descent is a
reasonably fast approach for computing L1-penalized estimates for univari-
ate linear models, but is too slow for our multivariate scenario. Instead,
we turned to the latter two options, combined with the exploitation of the
matrix properties and sparsity of our model. The relative speed of ADMM
compared to FISTA may depend on the relative sizes of the dimensions of
the data. When the number of interactions (implied by the sizes of p and
q) is low relative to the dimensions of the response data (implied by the
sizes of n and m), ADMM is likely to be the fastest option. However, we
note that the from-scratch implementation of ADMM is quite straightfor-
ward, compared to FISTA when incorporating a backtracking line search.
Analysis of simulated and several previously-analyzed datasets illustrate our
method’s applicability. We note that as in the case of univariate linear mod-
els, whether or not to use L1 penalized matrix linear models is an choice
that is dictated by the scientific goals of the study.
Our work demonstrates the feasibility of fitting matrix linear models with
moderately large dimensions. It can be extended in several promising direc-
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Fig 6. Distribution of eQTL across genome. Main effects are shown in blue open
circles and G × E interactions in red closed squares.
tions that will further broaden applicability of this class of models. First, we
can extend fitting models with different loss (f) and penalty functions (g).
For example, we can fit the elastic-net method (Zou and Hastie, 2005) by
changing the penalty function, adding an L2 penalty to the L1 penalty. We
can also make the solution less sensitive to outliers by using a robust loss
function, such as Huber’s loss function, instead of the squared error loss.
Another direction would be the development of confidence intervals and
hypothesis tests in this setting to complement our estimation algorithms.
There has been some recent promising work in this direction (Javanmard
and Montanari, 2014; Reid, Tibshirani and Friedman, 2016) for L1 penalized
univariate regression models. Since the matrix linear model can be vectorized
to a univariate linear model, those results may be expected to apply to the
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matrix case.
A third direction would be to extend the models to multi-dimensional
(tensor-valued) responses. In Eq. 5, the design matrix is a Kronecker prod-
uct of two matrices. Through iterative vectorization, this model can be
extended to more than two matrices to handle a multi-dimensional Y re-
sponse tensor. Consider a 3-way tensor Yn×m×l with rows, columns, and
pages (horizontal, lateral, and frontal slices) annotated by Xn×p, Zm×q, and
Wl×r, respectively. The goal is to estimate a 3-way tensor of coefficients,
Bp×q×r. Y can be matricized into an (nm) × l matrix Y ∗. To do this, each
n ×m frontal slice is vectorized and the resulting column vectors are laid
out into l columns. Similarly, one can define B∗(pq)×r, the matricized version
of Bp×q×r, and E∗(nm)×l, the matricized version of the errors En×m×l. Let
X∗(nm)×(pq) = (Zm×q ⊗Xn×p). Then the tensor linear model can be written
in the form of Eq. 1
Y ∗ = X∗B∗W ′ + E∗(19)
and further reduced to the form of Eq. 5
vec(Y ∗) = (W ⊗X∗)vec(B∗) + vec(E∗)(20)
⇐⇒ vec(Y) = (W ⊗ Z ⊗X)vec(B) + vec(E).(21)
The extensions for models involving higher-dimensional tensors follow
analogously with additional iterative vectorization. These models might be
attractive for handling, for example, time series high-throughput data or 3-D
imaging data. Further work is needed to explore the performance, scalability,
and stability of the fitting algorithms for tensor linear models.
A fourth direction would be to consider faster implementations especially
with multi-threaded, distributed, or GPU computing options, which have
had recent success in machine learning. While we have used some of those
ideas in our implementation, there is room for considerable improvement.
Making strides to reduce computation would be particularly beneficial for
developing usable algorithms for tensor linear models.
Our algorithms have been implemented in the Julia (Bezanson et al.,
2017) programming language and are available at
https://github.com/janewliang/matrixLMnet.jl.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplement A: Julia implementation for L1-penalized matrix
linear models
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(doi: 10.1214/00-AOASXXXXSUPP; .zip). Julia package for estimating L1-
penalized matrix linear models, most up-to-date version available at
https://github.com/janewliang/matrixLMnet.jl.
Supplement B: Code to reproduce paper analysis
(doi: 10.1214/00-AOASXXXXSUPP; .zip). Directory with code to perform
analysis and generate figures in paper, also available at
https://bitbucket.org/jwliang/mlm l1 supplement.
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